
People-Background-Check.com Improves Personal History Records for Identity Verification 
 
Updated Public Record Access System Delivers More Current Data than Any Other Online 
Resource 
 
People Background Check, the public records background check service, today announces an 
updated system for accessing, gathering and maintaining its collection of public records. The 
system connects to more public record sources, then updates and appends personal 
information more quickly to ensure the most current records are always available. This enables 
users to more accurately identify the person they need to research before purchasing 
comprehensive background check reports. 
 
Public records are available on people from hundreds of official sources across the country and 
each one uses its own proprietary access methods and data format rules. This makes it difficult 
for people to find and navigate all the possible data sources. These sources can include public 
assessor’s property data, civil courts of each county and marriage records held by individual 
towns, nationwide criminal court records and the United States Postal Service (USPS) National 
Change of Address (NCOA). The records can include criminal records, civil court records, 
marriage, divorce and property records, professional licenses, evictions and foreclosures, FAA, 
DEA and other federal licensing. By serving as an online public record aggregator, People-
Background-Check.com makes it possible to discover all the available information from across 
the universe of data. 
 
The new public record access system allows users to more accurately identify the people who 
are the subjects of their research from the millions of profiles. The system ensures that the 
personal profiles and premium reports will have more current records than any other online 
resource. This is most important when users need extensive the personal histories and 
background information available only in background report.  
 
Experience the depth of background information now available on any person by starting a 
search with as little as the first and last name of the person you need to find at, People-
Background-Check.com. 
 
About People Background Check 
People Background Check (https://people-background-check.com) is a people search service that 
provides public records, criminal record information and complete background checks. People 
Background Check aggregates data from state, federal and proprietary sources to compile reports about 
nearly every person living in the United States today. 
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